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China’s Belt & Road Initiative has taken on a global perspective. Not only is there
a “Space Silk Road” now, but in 2018 China unveiled its aspirations in relation to
the Arctic region in what has been termed the “Polar Silk Road”.
The Arctic Region is rich with natural resources and, with the effects of global
warming, will allow sea traffic movements for a larger part of the year. China has
spelled out its strategic ambitions, which are matched by potential investment for
both projects and countries within the Arctic corridor.
The Belt & Road Initiative is a powerful tool by which China is stimulating
economies and projects. A greater influence in Arctic affairs is a logical next
step, bringing with it opportunities for both Chinese and international
organisations.

1. CHINA’S ARCTIC
AMBITIONS

A further “dimension” of President Xi
Jinping’s vision is to expand the Belt &
Road Initiative (“BRI”) to include activity,
influence and investment across the Arctic
region. In January 2018 China’s State
Council Information Office (“SCIO”)
released a whitepaper titled “China’s Arctic
Policy”i (referred in this paper as “CAP”).
This next stepping stone initiative reinforces
that the BRI has quickly unfolded as a
global strategy, which includes a growing

presence across the Pacificii and even
stretches to potential in Latin Americaiii.
China has a number of potential
advantages where the Arctic is concerned.
The Artic areas suffer from many of the
“urban drift” phenomena that are
observable in less challenging climatesiv.
Additionally, the Northern Sea Routev is a
formidable navigational exercise, with
vessels requiring specific “ice class”
construction and requiring either “ice
breaker” capacities, or alternatively
independent ice breaker pilot boats for
much of the year. Incidents can result in
considerable difficulties, and endanger
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crew members on vessels that ignore
safety and operational protocolsvi.
The Arctic’s harsh climate has therefore
served as an informal “barrier to entry” for
both activity and investment. In contrast to
the position of many nations, China
appears ready willing and able to dedicate
both capital and expertise to the
development of the Arctic region. In time
that capital will undoubtedly bring
geopolitical influence to one of the planets
last frontiers.

2. GLOBAL WARMING BITES

An unfortunate byproduct of global
warming has been the impact on the
extreme regionsvii at both ends of planet
earthviii. As the Arctic Cap has thinned,
heatedix and receded, marine transport has
been able to navigate its waters for longer
periods of the year. With the passage of
time, and the ongoing effects of global
warming, access to northern sea channels
will only increase.
Sovereign nations are not the only ones
considering the commercial implications of
global warming on marine transport.
Commercial operators such as Maersk also
considering the feasibility of expanding
activities in this regionx.
The initial sentence of the Forward section
of the CAP notes:
Global warming in recent years has
accelerated the melting of ice and
snow in the Arctic region.
As economic globalization and
regional integration further develops
and deepens, the Arctic is gaining
global significance for its rising
strategic, economic values and

those relating to scientific research,
environmental protection, sea
passages, and natural resources
Pursuit of various activities has multiple
purposes for China. There are the obvious
benefits from shortened trade routes and
access to large and untapped mineral
reserves, but there are also more subtle
benefits including a greater understanding
of the environment given areas of China’s
seaboard being exposed to changes
resulting from rising sea levels.
What can be assured is that with capital will
come ambition for both political and
business influence across the Arctic
corridor. As the writer often quotes from
the Wizard of Id: “Remember the golden
rule – whoever has the gold makes the
rules”xi.
In the Arctic, Russia and China are leading
the vision for deployment of capital, with
other nations, in particular those from the
West, currently a long way behind. And the
alliance between China and Russia to
develop Arctic resources will likely also only
grow stronger.

3. SHIFTING GEOPOLITICS IN
THE ARCTIC CIRCLE

The Arctic is administered and
overseen by an intergovernmental forum
titled the Arctic Councilxii. Finland is
currently the Chair xiii. The member states of
the Arctic Council are Canada, Denmark,
Finland, Iceland, Norway, Russia, Sweden
and the USA.
China is not currently a member state, but
became an accredited Observer in 2013. It
is also often referred to as a “near Arctic
State”, and from the CAP, China clearly has
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ambitions of upgrading this classification to
becoming a “stakeholder” in the near
future. There is no single treaty that
oversees the affairs of the Arctic region,
and this is an important element to consider
– including that much of the region is
defined as being in International Waters.
The Arctic Council’s purpose is
encapsulated in the following introduction,
from the Council’s website:
The Arctic Council is the leading
intergovernmental forum promoting
cooperation, coordination and
interaction among the Arctic States,
Arctic indigenous communities and
other Arctic inhabitants on common
Arctic issues, in particular on issues
of sustainable development and
environmental protection in the
Arctic.
The potential for the extraction of mineral
resources, in particular large reserves of Oil
& Gas, will in all likelihood introduce more
complex politics to the region. Numerous
concerns have been raised on China’s
overall intent, including potential
militarization. The CAP makes no mention
of any potential military buildup, but does
specifically identify promoting peace &
stability in the Arcticxiv.
China anticipated a certain level of
resistance to the CAP, as Vice Foreign
Minister Kong Xuanyou noted at a briefing
coinciding with the release of the CAPxv :
Some people may have misgivings
over our participation in the
development of the Arctic, worried
we may have other intentions, or
that we may plunder resources or
damage the environment. I believe

these kinds of concerns are
absolutely unnecessary
China is not alone in its vision for the Arctic.
Russia has also been vocal in its ambitions
and support for the rejuvenation of the
Northern Sea Route, and has been more
active with naval activities in Arctic waters
of latexvi. In March President Vladimir Putin
notedxvii :
Our goal is to make it a truly global
and competitive transport route
Russia has hoped for revenue to be derived
from numerous services and projects
across its northern coastline. From
servicing the maritime transport vessels, to
the development of infrastructure and
resources projects in remote locations. It
will be interesting to observe, however, how
technology will impact Russia’s vision of
being able to capitalize on the region as
both a “marine toll road” and a key
infrastructure styled corridor that Russia is
in the box seat to service.
In the writer’s opinion China and Russia are
economically aligned in the development of
the Arctic region and as they are both super
powers the potential for political shifts is
real. China is energy hungry, concerned
about historic limitations to import energy
and looking to export skills and technology.
Russia is ambitious to attract both external
capital and partners to develop vast
untapped reserves, which will boost its
economic output from assets that might not
otherwise be developed. Projects such as
the Yamal LNG facility in Siberia will lower
China’s vulnerability to the long discussed
“Malacca Dilemma”xviii given the sea route
to bring Product to South East Asia.
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The USA does not presently have the naval
technology to bring influence and relevance
to the Arctic as it does to the Indian, Pacific
and Atlantic Oceans. Mobile assets, such
as ice breakers, are indispensable. It is
unclear how many the USA currently have –
but it is one or two only.
Additionally, the USA does not presently
have the ship building technology to build
“ice class” vessels (and particularly not
naval ones as Russia is doing)xix. As a
result, the ability of the USA to project an
in-region presence is limited, for the near
term at least.
With both China and Russia lobbying other
Arctic Council countries, and additionally
other Nordic countries, the potential for
political change – in part driven by a
willingness to commit investment dollars, is
real.

4. KEY BENEFITS THE ARCTIC
CAN DELIVER CHINA

Despite the extreme isolation of the
Arctic, China will derive a number of
strategically specific and important benefits
from an opening up of the region. These
will arguably include:
1. Straits of Malacca & South China
Seas. Any new initiative that can
lower the reliance on the Straits of
Malacca as a trade route is a
significant positive for China. The
“Malacca Dilemma” referred to
elsewhere in this paper highlights
the potential vulnerability of China to
a naval blockade of that “choke
point” waterway. Any such action
would in a short time materially
impact China’s energy supply.
Needless to say, any move would

also likely elicit a strong response
from the Chinese. Therefore,
accessing Oil & Gas from the Arctic
adds to China’s energy security.
Territorial disputes in the South
China Sea, including militarisation of
various Atollsxx, in the writer’s
opinion also in part stem from the
imperative of protecting the Straits
of Malacca.
2. Distance To Europe. It is
anticipated that up to 15 days can
be cut off current sea routes to
Europe from China via the Northern
Sea Route. Not only does this result
in lower direct cost as a function of
fuel and other overhead to make the
journeyxxi, but there are indirect
benefits seen including lower
greenhouse gas emissions due to
reduced emissions.
3. Speed For Development. The
ability to improve and expand on
existing Arctic infrastructure means
the speed to develop the Polar Silk
Road may be shorter than railways
and roads stretching through the
middle of Eurasia. Old sea ports
can be retro fitted and put into
operation more efficiently than
construction anew. Russia is
encouraging such thinking which
also represents a positive for
communities in these remote
regions, in terms of potential trade
routes opening up and inbound
tourism.
4. Domestic Industry. The northeastern seaports & ship building
yards of China will benefit from the
construction of specialist marine
vessels as well as the engineering &
construction of associated hardware
for deployment into planned
Resources and Infrastructure
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projects. China is already
constructing specialist ice breakers,
such as Snow Dragon 2, which will
have direct relevance for the Polar
Silk Roadxxii.
5. Boosting “Shoulder” Industries.
Industries such as tourism will also
benefit, with China commencing to
build specialized cruise liners
specifically equipped to traverse the
Arctic regionsxxiii. This is an area
that has been actively discussed
since the release of the CAP,
although not all countries are
welcoming of high tourism traffic in
pristine regions, nor
accommodating to some of the
more unorthodox tourism plans –
such as an Arctic golf course in
Icelandxxiv.
6. Influence & Citizenship. Working
collaboratively with other nations is
a core part of the Belt & Road
Initiative’s vision. China has the
potential to fill the “capital vacuum”
for major infrastructure projects that
currently exists in much of the Arctic
region. The language of the CAP
stresses that China’s ambitions are
not purely commercial – including
protecting endangered flora and
fauna. This is of course a positive
acknowledgement from a global
citizenship perspective. But the
Polar Silk Road would be another
area where Chinese technology and
excess human resources can be put
to work to generate returns. There
are often comparisons drawn
between the BRI and the Marshall
Plan which was implemented
following World War 2xxv. There is
some logic in such a comparison,
and overtime any such initiative will

naturally result in increased
influence.
7. Technology Development. China is
arguably the global leader in the
rapid “fast follower” development of
technologies. In order to open up
the Arctic region numerous
technology angles are going to be
required – from deep sea drilling in
frigid waters to the fresh thinking
and design of “ice class” vessels.
Encouraging innovation in
combination with dedicating
resources to tomorrow’s Arctic
compliments the overall
collaborative and future facing
strategy of BRI.
The ability to leverage the Northern Sea
Route also brings additional direct
benefitsxxvi for the world as a whole. These
include the reduction in greenhouse
emissions that are associated with marine
transportation. In time with the introduction
of “hybrid” power sources, including LNG,
it is hopeful that such technology can be
introduced to other forms of marine and
land transport.
An additional added benefit is the reduced
levels of piracy associated with the
traditional routes via the Cape of Good
Hope or the Suez Canal. This assists in
reducing cost – both from loss of cargo and
insurance premia.

5. AREAS FOR INVESTMENT &
DEVELOPMENT

China’s willingness to develop an
investment programme for the Arctic area is
a strategic advantage – and is being
embraced enthusiastically by many nations
within the Arctic corridor.
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The reality is that there has been little
appetite to consider sponsoring major
infrastructure projects, and against this
backdrop China’s ambitions will be well
received. The CAP refers to a number of
areas where China has identified
advancement being of advantage to all
nations, which reinforces the core ambition
of peaceful collaboration under the BRI.
Some of these areas for investment &
development include:
1. Marine transport including the
development of associated land
based infrastructure to support such
enterprise
2. Associated marine technology,
including for navigation and survey
3. Tourism, including that to benefit
indigenous people. Adventure
tourism in time will also be a likely
lucrative area for development
4. Associated services and products to
promote tourism, including
specialist vessels (which it has
already commenced building),
emergency rescue services,
associated infrastructure and the
training of people to service tourism
as a whole
5. Fisheries, where China has called
for greater regulation of fishing
activities in the international waters
of the Arctic. This is relevant given
the apparent movement of fish
colonies further north as a result of
global warming
6. Scientific evaluation & study,
including for ecology and
environmental mattersxxvii. China, as
with many parts of the world, is
exposed to rising sea levelsxxviii.
China has had a scientific point of
presence, named the Arctic Yellow
River Station, in Svalbard, Norway’s

demilitarized Arctic Archipelago
since 2003xxix
7. The promotion of alternate energy
technologies for the Arctic area,
including via geothermal and wind
technologies
8. The development of oil & gas
reserves, and associated
infrastructure. The Arctic is believed
to have over 10% of the world’s oil
reserves and in the region of 30% of
natural gas – but these commodities
have been trapped below the arctic
ice sheetsxxx.
In addition to multiple references to the Belt
& Road Initiative one of the key summary
passages from the CAP isxxxi:
The availability of technical
equipment is essential to
understanding, utilizing and
protecting the Arctic. China
encourages the development of
environment-friendly polar technical
equipment, actively participates in
the building of infrastructure for
Arctic development, pushes for the
upgrade of equipment in the fields
of deep sea exploration, ice zone
prospecting, and atmosphere and
biology observation, and promotes
technology innovation in Arctic oil
and gas drilling and exploitation,
renewable energy development,
navigation and monitoring in ice
zones, and construction of newtype icebreakers.
And on China’s encouragement of its
companies to pursue commercial
opportunity this passagexxxii:
It encourages its enterprises to
participate in the infrastructure
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construction for these routes and
conduct commercial trial voyages in
accordance with the law to pave
the way for their commercial and
regularized operation

6. TARGETED INVESTMENT
GIVEN PHYSICAL
CONDITIONS

The Northern Sea Route has challenges
when compared with traditional shipping
routes, and those challenges bring cost.
The speed by which ships can travel
through these waters is slowerxxxiii, the
coastline at places shallow when compared
to other sea routes and the actual size of
ships needs to be more compact due to the
conditions. It would be difficult to imagine
an Ultra Large Container Vessel ever
traversing the Northern Sea Routexxxiv.
Then there are issues including increased
insurance premiums and the safety of
vessel crew given the remoteness of these
regions for any search & rescue response.
In contrast, specialist vessels will bring
significant advantage. As an example, in
order to service the Yamal LNG project in
Siberia, and transport product to South
Korea, the South Korean ship building
company Daewoo Shipbuilding Marine &
Engineering is building a series of 15
icebreaking LNG tankers at a total cost of
circa US$4.8 billionxxxv. These vessels can
break ice from both the bow and stern if
necessary, but can only travel at around 5.5
knots in sea conditions with a 1.5m ice
sheetxxxvi. Considering the distances to be
covered from Yamal, that is very slow
going. They are, however, strategic asset
in their own right, allowing Russia’s oil and
gas reserves from its northern regions to

make it to the global markets. Importantly,
China has a significant stake in the Yamal
project – 20% through CNPC and a further
9.9% interest through China’s Silk Road
Fundxxxvii.
The involvement of the Silk Road Fundxxxviii
is a strategic “flag”. Early investment by
China in Arctic belt projects through this
fund allow China to build experience and
technology in the operational development
of infrastructure. Perhaps competitors to
the high ice class Arc7 LNG tankers will be
built in China in the future, which would
serve as another area of in country
economic stimulation, and given these
vessels are “hybrid fuel” (Diesel and LNG
capabilities) would also reinforce China’s
ambition to build more “green”
transportation solutionsxxxix.

7. GREENLAND: AN
INTERESTING CASE STUDY
IN POTENTIAL
“CONFLICTS”

Greenland is a useful example of
where capital and skills from China would
be welcomed by locals, but have concerns
being expressed by Denmarkxl. A small
nation of less than 60,000 inhabitants, it is
strategically a priority for the USA,
potentially rich in mineral investments, but
also struggling for investment capital.
Minerals within Greenland’s territory are
likely to include uranium and rare earths.
Its energy reserves off both its east and
west coasts are also believed to be
immense with potential tenders of blocks
for exploration slatted for 2018.xli
Greenland also, however, hosts the US
Thule Air Base, which is America’s
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northernmost air base (within 1,000 miles of
the North Pole), and a part of the 21st
Space Wingxlii, a key strategic asset in the
US ballistic early warning system.
Described as “a desolate wonder”xliii landing
at Thule necessitates a flight path approach
over a region known as Baffin Bay. This
body of water divides Greenland and
Canadaxliv.
Offshore blocks for energy exploration are
proposed to include areas within the Baffin
Bay region. Given the prospect down the
track of Chinese investment to stimulate
sectors such as energy exploration and
eventually production, it is understandable
that the US & certain other countries will
have sensitivities.
Chinese capital is potentially available for
more than energy projects, however.
Greenland is seeking capital for the
upgrading of roads and airports – areas
which are within the core focus of President
Xi Jingping’s vision for the BRI. Upgrading
such core infrastructure will of course bring
additional potential benefits to sectors
including tourism – something the
Greenlanders are keen to explore.
The USA & other nations have had decades
to make investments in Greenland, but they
have not. Within this “vacuum” they will
either need to step forward and meet
capital requirements or alternatively yield to
others that will. And then anticipate the
Golden Rule in time to rise to the surface.

8. WHAT MIGHT THE NEAR
TERM HOLD?

and at the same time noted the USA’s
current inability to actively respondxlv.
Against a backdrop showing much higher
use of the Arctic area as a seaway
corridorxlvi. The USA has also recently
acknowledged that they will need to
reprioritize their Naval strategies as a direct
result of accelerating global warming and
China’s expansionary ambitionsxlvii. That
being said, with the current “America First”
approach aimed at continuing to stimulate
the domestic economy, it is unclear how
long it would actually take to implement any
revised strategyxlviii.
The USA is short on Icebreakers, and they
are a critical tool to facilitate influence.
Currently the USA has only 2 icebreakersxlix
whereas Russia (for example) has 41 with
additional craft on the wayl. The US
vulnerability to ice centric navigation was
highlighted with one of their newest naval
vessels, the USS Little Rock, ice bound in
Montreal for 3 months from December
2017 due to a lack of ice breaker
availabilityli.
With its immense resources and experience
in sectors that will require near term
investment in the Arctic region (in particular
Energy, Energy Services and Land and
Offshore Drilling Services) the opportunity is
there for US Players, potentially in
combination with investment funds, to
carve out a commercial future in the Arctic
Circle. Similarly, for other Arctic Belt
countries that have immense experience,
China is not the only destination point for
capital, and as more attention turns to this
region the appetite to invest will likely in
time grow.

The USA has voiced concerns on
Russia’s more focused vision for the Arctic
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9. CONCLUDING THOUGHTS

Just as has been the case with the Space Silk Roadlii, China’s ambitions for the Arctic area
are patient, highly strategic and will deliver great benefit to both Chinese companies and
collaborating countries. China’s gaze is decades into the future, and as such contrasts the
current short-term view of many other major nationsliii. The Polar Silk Road is another
dimension of China’s overarching Belt & Road Initiative, which has quickly evolved to a near
global strategy, and certainly far beyond the initial undertones of “March West”liv.
For entrepreneurial organisations there is immense opportunity in this wilderness frontier – in
particular around the Energy, Mining Services, Tourism, Engineering & Transportation Sectors.
Not without risk of course, but with such large ambitions from key global players for the region,
also not without the potential for reward.
At the forefront today are Chinese capital and commercial resources appear willing and able to
commit to development of the Arctic. China has a vision for expanding its involvement and
influence in line with its overarching Belt & Road Initiative, and unless others step forward in a
positive and meaningful fashion there appear currently few alternatives to accelerating the
development of one of earth’s last frontiers.
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https://www.popularmechanics.com/military/navyships/a19673250/future-icebreakers/
li

https://www.military.com/dailynews/2018/04/03/uss-little-rock-finally-leavesmontreal-after-3-ice-bound-months.html
lii

See the writers paper : “China’s Control Of The
Heavens”
liii

Consider USA posturing of “tariff wars” and BREXIT
in the United Kingdom as examples
liv

For discussion on “March West” see :
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/upfront/2013/01/31/march-west-chinas-response-tothe-u-s-rebalancing/

CAP at Part III, Section 5
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